
Overview freestanding QM
 Individual and uncomplicated  
 self labeling.

Overview freestanding QM
  Unsurpassed flexibility through free  

choice of location.

Type of construction
The most frequently used model has a height of 
2,000 mm and a width of 420 mm (total width 
434 mm). It is equipped with three DIN A3 
interchangeable modules on the front side, the 
other surfaces on the front and back side are 
closed with metal panels flush with the surface. 
The header panel above the modules can be 
labeled with a logo or pictogram.

Side view
The slim design is made possible by a system 
profile that is only 48 mm narrow, has minimal 
edges of 4 mm and is anodized silver as 
standard.

Self labeling
As an alternative to A3 paper, we offer 
semi-transparent films that allow light- and 
moisture-resistant prints with longer durability.

Variants
In addition to the standard Joker, other heights, 
widths and double-sided use with interchange-
able modules are also possible. 

Foot
Two L-shaped angled steel plates with 6 mm 
thickness provide stability. Surface and edges of 
the stainless steel version are finely brushed. 
A felt sole on the underside avoids scratches on 
sensitive floors.

Swing out roller
An optional swing-out castor hidden in the 
base element serves as a perfect transport aid. 
When folded out, the Joker can be easily rolled 
away.
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Mobile information steles

One of the most versatile components 

in a guidance system are stelae that 

can be placed anywhere and are 

self-labeling. They fulfill their task  

as an overview or distribution 

signpost as well as a carrier for event 

information wherever walls are not 

available. Temporary information, 

which is otherwise often presented as 

unattractive provisional arrangements, 

is given a professional framework and 

thus follows the appearance of the 

building. Updates can be carried out 

immediately and as needed. The fast 

and uncomplicated self-labeling and 

free choice of location offer the user 

numerous possibilities without having 

to rely on external service providers. 

(Photo shows version as optional 

equipment with built-in roller.) 01
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QMA 20042 FS QMA 20042 FS QMA 20042 FS QMA 20042 FS

QM       quintessenz 

mobile 

info column

QMV      Equipped with variable interchangeable 

modules

QMA      Both sides equipped with continuous 

aluminum panels (see data sheet)

200      Height in cm

  42      Width in cm 

FS       Base plate steel powder coated

....       (without letters) Stainless steel 

base plate

Article description Surface material Size Foot plate


